
 
DAStore Basel. Artwork - Document 
 
 
Artist: Esther Hunziker 
Title: Frequency 
Year: 2008 
Medium/Format: Web-Movie (AV) 
 
Piece sold: Collector's edition with right of public exhibition 
- DVD (film on playable DVD) 
- CD-ROM (mpeg file, html page with collection entry in <title>) 
Box designed by the artist, numbered and signed. 
 
Edition: 10+2  (10 items for sale, 1 artist's copy + 1 copy for exhibition) 
 
Note to the owners: A document available from the website of the artist and/or from 
the website of the DACollection/DAStore indicates all owners of the specific edition.  
 
Owner's rights: The owner has the right to show the purchased item at exhibitions 
and other public events, provided that there is no entry fee or they serve an 
educational purpose. For events where entry is charged or for use for advertising 
purposes, conditions will apply as agreed with the artist.  
The owner is permitted to make copies of the video for own use or as a back-up. The 
owner also has the right to play the film on the world wide web from their server, 
provided the artist is referenced. A reference piece is available on the artist's server 
or, if agreed, on the server of DACollection/DAStore in Basel. 
 
Resale: The owner is permitted to sell the package as purchased. The part re-sale or 
the sale or distribution of copies is not permitted.  
Upon change of ownership, the seller is requested to enter the change of owner's 
name to the online list of owners.  
 
Technical description of item: Frequency is a film that can be played on an offline 
video screen, as well as on the collection's website. The film was designed 
aesthetically, in terms of its form and technically to be shown on the world wide web. 
Part of the piece are (1) a DVD with the film Frequency, which is playable on all DVD 
players, for offline use. The DVD sleeve for the 10-item edition was designed by the 
artist. (2) The second component is a CD-ROM with the required data for the online 
collection or buyer's website, respectively. An mpeg version of the film allows for the 
use of a video display from a usb flash drive. 


